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The Link SR50-B fits 1994 to 2014 Chevrolet Suburbans or GMC Yu-
kons. 

INSTALLATION 

SR50-B  (7810-A003) 



LINK® MODEL “SR50-B” 
 

Review the Parts List on Page 3 to become familiar with the different components of the SR50-B.  Be sure all items are 
included before beginning assembly.   
 
IMPORTANT:  Installation of the SR50-B may vary depending on what type of vehicle you have and how it is set 
up.  Due to variables in different vehicles, the fit of the SR50-B  should be evaluated before beginning installation. 
 
1.  Remove the ramp (Item #19) from the SR50-B bracketry.   
 
2. Install the ramp stop bracket (Item #17) as shown in Fig. 4.  Do not fully tighten the fasteners at this time to allow for 

alignment with the ramp. 
 
3.  Remove the two fasteners from the rear cargo hold-downs of your vehicle (See Fig. 1) using the supplied Torx key. 
 
4. Position the SR50-B bracketry in the vehicle and install the two M10 X 80 fasteners (Item #12) using the supplied 

hex key to securely fasten the unit in place.  

5.  Install the ramp as shown in Fig 4. 
 
6.  Check the alignment of the rubber ramp holder (Item #9) with the side ramp stop bracket when folding the ramp up.  
Adjust the bracket if necessary, then tighten the fasteners referred to in Step 2. 
 
Maintenance: 
 
A.  Clean with soap and water or window cleaner. 
 
B.  Call Link Mfg.  1-800-248-3057 with any questions or comments.  
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Note:  1994 to 1999 models will need to install additional spacers (Part #7810-3104) under each side of the stand-
ard bracketry.  See Figs. 2 and 3 for details.  

FIG. 2 

FIG. 1 

FIG. 3 

FIG. 1 
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FIG. 4 
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